Print two templates. Separate heel and toe unit templates with scissors so you have long centerlines to match to centerline on ski. Locate front and rear on ski using this distance between screws per arrows above and below this box:

Size “S” binding: 218 mm
Size “L” binding: 258 mm
(Most people use the size “S.”)

ALSO: Locate 5th front unit screw 102 mm back from rearward pair of front screws. Look at the screw holes in the binding to explain this. Once you have the four front holes drilled, you can also locate the 5th hole by using the front binding plate as a template.

Recommendations and diagrams suggested herein are opinions only, and author takes no responsibility for, nor makes any warranty that the suggested templates conform to manufacturers suggested guidelines, or would conform to the requirements of some skiers, or to the varied terrain some skiers choose to ski. Use at your own risk. No warranty, expressed or implied.